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Table Throws from ExpoSource
Why settle for the table covering that is provided with your booth space? Compliment the rest of
your exhibit   with a coordinating table throw. We offer several production methods that will maximize
your message. Since company or institutional logos vary greatly in design, we suggest that you e-mail 
your logo to us for a quick evaluation as to the best method to use: Larry@ExpoSource.com

Table Throw Sizes are available to fit either a standard 6’ or 8’ wide table in two styles:

Econo Throw:  a one-piece throw that reaches the floor on the front and sides, allowing easy 
access for chairs behind the table

Full Throw: the one-piece throw drapes to the floor on all four sides

Cut Vinyl Logo method works best for relatively simple
logos, with 1 or 2 colors applied to a standard color throw 

 

 6’ Econo 1 color/2 color 6’ Full 1 color/2 color 8’ Econo 1 color/2 color 8’ Full 1 color/2 color
 $175 / 249 $195 / 279 $180 / 265 $205/ 289

Dye Sublimation Printed Appliqué is a four-color printed, 45” x 20” section which is applied to a 
standard color throw. Contour cutting is available at no charge for your logo appliqué. This is best used 
on logos with multiple colors, very fine lines, or color gradients.
 6’ Economy: $219 6’ Full: $250 8’ Economy: $230 8’Full: $255

Dye Sublimation Printing on Entire Throw the entire table throw is printed—top, sides, front, and back.
 6’ Economy: $269 6’ Full: $329 8’ Economy: $299 8’ Full: $389

Dye Sublimation Printed Table Runners  are extra wide 60” table runners that are fully printed with 
your logo[s]. It drapes over the table cover supplied at your show. These will fit either a 6’ or an 8’ table.
  Econo Printed Table Runner: $175                   Full Printed Table Runner: $239

Convertible Table Throws are available – we start with either an 8’ Economy or 8’ Full Throw and 
add velcro tabs so that you can neatly convert to a 6’ Throw if needed. Please note that tabs will show 
when used on an 8’ table – contact us for pricing.

Discounts beginning at 15% are offered when you order more than one throw of the same design. 
Let us know if you need more than one throw and we’ll quote your cost savings.
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